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“When I was just 17 years old I met an old wise man. He looked 
me in the eyes and gave me a cannabis seed. He told me that the 
cannabis plant can be so powerful to overthrow governments, and 
to change the planet. Ever since, my goal in life has been to legalize 
cannabis for medicinal and recreational use, for everybody. 

Taxes and regulation will create a safer world for our children,  
a world with less crime, better public health and a solid economy.
 
“I am humbled and proud to be helping this green revolution, 
because those who have history will shape the future”.

Arjan, the Strain Hunter

PURVEYORS OF FINE LANDRACES
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PURVEYORS OF FINE LANDRACES
“"When I was just 17 years old I met an old wise man. He looked me 
in the eyes and gave me a cannabis seed. He told me that the cannabis 
plant can be so powerful to overthrow governments, and to change 
the planet. Ever since, my goal in life has been to legalize cannabis 
for medicinal and recreational use, for everybody. 
Taxes and regulation will create a safer world for our children, a 
world with less crime, better public health and a solid economy.
I am humbled and proud to be helping this green revolution, 
because those who have history will shape the future””””””’.”“"

Arjan, the Strain Hunter
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Height: 80-120 cm total height. Very strong plant with medium branching.

Flowering Indoor: 7 weeks flowering time with a yield between 0.6 and 0.8  
gram (dry and manicured) per watt per m2 (with 1000W HPS).  
Can be flowered at any photoperiod between 12 and 18 hours of light per day.

Flowering Outdoor: 7 weeks flowering time with a production up to 70-80 
grams/plant.

Taste (burned): the typical incense-like flavor of the Damnesia comes back  
very well in the autoflowering version. Woody, slightly spicy, intense.

Scent (unburned): Damnesia autoflowering smells like cedar wood,  
nuts and incense. It is a typical sativa smell, with a twist.

What the dried bud/crumbled bud looks like: Very brownish in color,  
pear-shaped nugs. Long pistils, thick resin, slightly airy density.

Effects:   
Speed of high onset: creeper effect.  
Duration of high: short-medium lasting.  
Quality/type of high: clear balance between sativa and ruderalis,  
with a heady side and a social giggly outcome.  
Medicinal qualities: good for appetite stimulation and pain control.

Description:   
The Damnesia Autoflowering is a cross between the Damnesia  
and a ruderalis landrace. The Damnesia Autoflowering is a fast-flowering hybrid, 
with a great sativa high and a vigorous attitude.  
The plant grows up to 80-120 cm and develops medium-long branches.  
The leaves are sativa-like, with non-overlapping leaflets, and the internodes are 
medium-long. The aroma of the resin is woody, flowery yet mossy.  
It is a complex scent that translates very true to its characteristics after combustion.  
The buds are long, with medium density, covered in thick resin.   
The flowering time is only 7 weeks, with a total crop-time of 9 weeks.   
The Damnesia Autoflowering likes a moderate feeding regime with a  
maximum EC of 1.9-2.0 depending on the grow parameters.  
The Damnesia Autoflowering has a strong appetite-stimulating effect  
and is good for pain control.

DAMNESIA
AUTOFLOWERING  
Genetics: Damnesia x Ruderalis (feminized) 
60% indica - 30% sativa - 10% ruderalis 
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Height: 90-120 cm total height. Large, tall plant with internodes averaging 
between 8 and 12 cm. 
 
Flowering Indoor: 7 weeks flowering time with a yield between 0.7 and 0.9 gram  
(dry and manicured) per watt per m2 (with 1000W HPS). 9 weeks total crop time. 
Can be flowered at any photoperiod between 12 and 18 hours of light per day. 
 
Flowering Outdoor: 7 weeks flowering time with a production up to 80-100 
grams/plant. Very vigorous plant, long branching. 
 
Taste (burned): skunky flavor with notes of summer flowers and blossoms, 
it has a very characteristic taste. 
 
Scent (unburned): a very complex blend of earthy-mossy aromas,  
mixed with summer flowers and blossoms. Reminds of rose and lilac. 
 
What the dried bud/crumbled bud looks like: light green,  
with yellow hues, large calyxes.

Effects:   
Speed of high onset: fast hitter.  
Duration of high: long lasting.  
Quality/type of high: strong, long lasting, cerebral and body-like.  
Medicinal qualities: not yet evaluated, testing is in progress.

Description:   
The Skunk Autoflowering is an old-school Skunk crossed with a pure Ruderalis from 
Kazakstan. The result is an outstandingly performing autoflowering, with extreme  
vigour and great production up to 80-100 grams of dried material per plant. 
The structure of the Skunk Autoflowering is branchy, with medium to large internodes. 
It is a medium-tall autoflowering, and it performs best when the plants are allowed to 
reach 90-120 cm of height. The Skunk Autoflowering stretches fast during the first two 
weeks of growth, developing strong branches and lush foliage. The leaves are dark green, 
thick, with overlapping leaflets. The Skunk Autoflowering is ready in 9 weeks total crop 
time, with a flowering time of approximately 7 weeks. The aroma and flavor are very 
intense with a dominant earthy smell and a caramelised background. All the intense notes 
present in the aroma are translating very well after combustion. The Skunk Autoflowering 
can take high EC levels, up to 2.0 during flowering. The plant is very robust, and does 
not suffer hot temperatures up to 30 degrees Celsius. The buds are slow to form during 
the first weeks of flowering, but develop very rapidly during the last few weeks, allowing 
growers to chose the ripeness of their harvest within a short time period at the end of  
the crop. The effect is fast hitting, intense, with a cerebral high followed by a mellow  
but long-lasting body-stoned side. The complexity of the effect is very similar to the 
original Skunk. The medicinal effects of this strain are still to be evaluated.

SKUNK 
AUTOFLOWERING  
Genetics: Skunk x Ruderalis (feminized) 
60% indica - 30% sativa - 10% ruderalis 
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Height: medium plant (average internodal distance is 8-10 cm).

Flowering Indoor: 8 weeks flowering time. Between 0,6 and 0.9 gram 
(dry and manicured) per watt per m2 (with 1000W HPS).

Flowering Outdoor: 8 weeks flowering time. Very large plants can harvest 
over 1Kg of dried, manicured buds.

Taste (burned): earthy, vegetal, fruity, sweet.

Scent (unburned): very kushy, earthy, orange, rose, with some warmer, 
spicier background.

What the dried bud/crumbled bud looks like: The dried buds are irregular, 
thick and compact, with extra-large calyxes. The resin is very thick. The crumbled 
bud is sticky, very dark green with even darker hues.

Effects:  
Speed of high onset: fast hitter.  
Duration of high: long lasting.  
Quality/type of high: extremely strong, very relaxing on the body at first, 
then more cerebral, social, giggly, creative. Very complex.   
Medicinal qualities: still to be investigated.

Description:   
The Flowerbomb Kush is the winner of the 2012 High Times Cannabis Cup with 
the Green House Coffeeshop. It is a very smelly, very tasty kush, with a very stoned 
effect. The Flowerbomb Kush grows stretchier than most kushes, with long branches 
that compete with the main cola. The leaves are thick, overlapping, and very dark 
green, with black hues. 
The plants can be fed medium EC levels, and perform well in hydroponics but 
in soil the flavour and taste are even sweeter and fruitier. 
The buds are irregular in shape, with extra-large calyxes forming towers  
and prone to foxtail. The buds get very compact, and extremely dense. 
The resin is extremely thick, and extends to most of the leaves once the 
flowering is reaching the end.  
The Flowerbomb Kush is not the heaviest producer, but it gives a unique quality. 
The first flavour is earthy, mossy, very much like an OG kush, but immediately 
after the explosion of fruits invades the palate. And it ends with a spicier side, 
almost edgy. The effect is very strong, complex, with a fast hitting body effect 
and a more creeper cerebral side. A truly complex, inspiring experience. 
A true Champion.

FLOWERBOMB KUSH  
Awards: 1st HTCC 2012 & 2nd HTCC 2013 
Genetics: Green Crack x OG Kush (feminized)  
70% indica - 30% sativa
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Height: medium plant with internodes averaging between 8-10 cm.

Flowering Indoor: 8-9 weeks flowering time. Yield between 0.8 and 1,1 grams 
(dry and manicured) per watt per m2 (with 1000W HPS).

Flowering Outdoor: 9 weeks flowering time. Very large plants can harvest over 
1Kg of dried, manicured buds.

Taste (burned): lemony, very skunk, slightly hazy.

Scent (unburned): nutty, spicy, citrus-like, with hints of wood and cedar.

What the dried bud/crumbled bud looks like: The dried buds are long, 
thick and compact, with medium-large calyx, very thick and long hairs, and covered 
in thick resin. The crumbled bud is sticky, green towards light brown and gray.

Effects:   
Speed of high onset: creeper.  
Duration of high: long lasting.  
Quality/type of high: very high at first, it evolves into a stoned body feeling.  
Complex, strong.  
Medicinal qualities: still to be evaluated.

Description:   
The White Lemon is a very balanced cross, expressing the best qualities of both 
parents. The El Niño lineage is very clear in the leaf shape and the size and density 
of the buds. The Super Lemon Haze heritage is all in the branching, smell, taste, 
and in the shape of the calyx.  
The White Lemon grows medium-short internodes, but keeps growing quite  
a bit after switching to 12/12 for flowering.  
The branches grow very strong and can support large colas. Medium nutrients 
levels will do great with this strain, which performs outstandingly in all mediums, 
indoors or outdoors. Cuttings from mother plants root very fast and easily, making 
this a great strain for propagation once the mothers are selected from seeds.  
The buds are long, dense, with large calyx and long hairs. Already after 4-5 weeks 
of flowering the smell gets citrus-like, and skunky. It is not as hazy as the Super 
Lemon Haze, but it is extremely lemony.  
The effect onset is a bit of a creeper, taking time to peak and then staying up  
there for a long while. It is a complex, well balanced high and stoned feeling. 
Its medicinal use has not been fully evaluated yet.

WHITE LEMON  
Genetics: El Niño x Super Lemon Haze (feminized) 
50% indica - 50% sativa 
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Height: medium plant with internodes averaging between 8-12 cm.

Flowering Indoor: 8-9 weeks flowering time. Yield up between 0,8 and 1 gram 
(dry and manicured) per watt per m2 (with 1000W HPS).

Flowering Outdoor: 9-10 weeks flowering time, with production up to 1Kg  
per plant depending on the final size. Good resistance to pests.

Taste (burned): woody, spicy, herbal, with a hint of rose and blossoms.

Scent (unburned): very spicy, with a chemical side. Reminds of chili peppers  
and hot spices.

What the dried bud/crumbled bud looks like: Large colas, medium density, 
large calyx and long hairs. The dry material gets a brownish hue.

Effects:   
Speed of high onset: fast hitter.  
Duration of high: fast peak, short.  
Quality/type of high: intense, complex, very balanced between body and mind. 
Irregular waves of energy and couch-lock can alternate, creating a very  
unpredictable kind of high.  
Medicinal qualities: medicinally used for appetite stimulation and as an 
antidepressant.

Description:   
The Big Tooth grows fast and very vigorous. It has a very good resistance to pests, 
mould and cold temperatures. It is a very bushy plant with medium sized internodes 
and tends to branch out very well if the size of the root system allows it.  
The leaves are large with long leaflets, non-overlapping.  
The buds grow irregular, pear-shaped, often foxtailing.  
Calyxes are round, small, covered in resin. The smell is very penetrating, complex.  
The effect starts on the indica side with a fast onset, then evolves into a  
mind-altering giggly high.  
Medicinally used for appetite stimulation and as an antidepressant.

BIG TOOTH  
Genetics: Afghan x Hawaiian Sativa x Nepalese (feminized) 
60% indica - 40% sativa 
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Height: short plant (average internodal distance 5-7 cm).

Flowering Indoor: 8 weeks flowering time.  
Yield up to 1.0 gram (dry and manicured) per watt per m2 (with 1000W HPS). 

Flowering Outdoor: 8-9 weeks flowering time, with production up to 1Kg per 
plant depending on the final size. Support for the branches is recommended.

Taste (burned): nutty, vegetal, spicy, fruity.

Scent (unburned): berries, spices, kushy, roasted.

What the dried bud/crumbled bud looks like: The dried buds small but 
very dense, with huge calyx clusters dripping with resin already after few weeks of 
flowering. The crumbled bud is sticky, dark green, with black hues. Small, thin hairs. 

Effects:   
Speed of high onset: fast hitter.  
Duration of high: medium lasting.  
Quality/type of high: strong, physical, very intense on the legs,  
couch locking, meditative.  
Medicinal qualities: against insomnia, pain, lack of appetite.

Description:   
The Money Maker is a very old-school plant. A true Master Kush, High Times 
Cannabis Cup winner in the early 90s, presented in feminized form.  
Short, bushy, with very small internodes, it grows very fast and has an extremely 
vigorous attitude.  
The leaf shows some sativa heritage, but the buds are definitely full indica,  
with a berry-sweet aroma that turns rapidly into a very kushy, earthy feel.  
The calyx is large, buds grow irregular in shape and tend to slight fox-tailing.  
The Money Maker makes very compact, heavy flower clusters, and it has very low 
leaf-to-calyx ratio so manicuring is very easy.  
The Money Maker can take high nutrients levels, and grows very well in soil, coco, 
hydroponic or aeroponic systems. It performs well indoors and outdoors, and is 
ideal for beginners as well as for advanced growers.  
The smoke is very intense, with a berry flavor that gives space to very deep earthy, 
mossy notes, to end in a slight garlic feel.  
The effect is round, thick, narcotic. It is couchlock-bonanza,  
ideal for very relaxing nights, or very lazy days.  
Medicinally very valuable for those with trouble sleeping, or intense pains.

MONEYMAKER  
Genetics: Original Master Kush x Hindu Kush x Skunk (feminized) 
70% indica - 30% sativa 
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Height: medium-tall plant with internodes between 10-15 cm.

Flowering Indoor: 8-9 weeks flowering time.  
Yield between 0,7 and 0.9 gram (dry and manicured) per watt per m2  
(with 1000W HPS).

Flowering Outdoor: 9 weeks flowering time, with production up to 1Kg per 
plant depending on the final size. Support for the long branches is recommended

Taste (burned): strawberry, tropical fruits, mossy, with a skunky earthy 
background.

Scent (unburned): fruity, sweet, almost creamy. 

What the dried bud/crumbled bud looks like: Irregular shaped,  
medium density, small calyx and very dense resin.

Effects:   
Speed of high onset: creeper.  
Duration of high: long lasting.  
Quality/type of high: mild, complex, body-like at first, then more cerebral and social.  
Medicinal qualities: good as an anti-depressant.

Description:  
The White Strawberry Skunk is one of the fruitiest strains of cannabis ever to be 
bred. The heritage from a famous Swiss strain called Erdbeer guarantees the typical 
strawberry aroma, while the resin formation is so dense it reminds of the famous 
White Widow. 
The White Strawberry Skunk is a medium to tall plant, with medium size 
internodes, and long branches.  
The plant likes a moderate feeding regime, and it is ready in 8-9 weeks of flowering. 
Buds are large, irregular in shape and covered in thick resin.  
The aroma translate very well after combustion, producing a full strawberry flavor 
and a skunky aftertaste. Medicinally useful as an antidepressant, it produces a 
complex high that creeps slowly but stays long.  
It is a mild but pleasant body-effect and a stronger social cerebral high.

WHITE 
STRAWBERRY 
SKUNK  
Genetics: Swiss Erdbeer (feminized) 
50% indica - 50% sativa 
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Height: short plant (average internodal distance under 5 cm).

Flowering Indoor: 8 weeks flowering time.  
Yield up to 0.9 gram (dry and manicured) per watt per m2 (with 1000W HPS).

Flowering Outdoor: 8 weeks flowering time. Very large plants can harvest over 
1Kg of dried, manicured buds.

Taste (burned): citrus-like, fruity, kushy, earthy. 
 
Scent (unburned): orange, lemon, tropical fruits, kushy. 
 
What the dried bud/crumbled bud looks like: The dried buds are  
pear-shaped, thick and compact, with medium-large calyx. The resin develops  
early in flowering. The crumbled bud is sticky, light green with darker hues.  
 
Effects:   
Speed of high onset: fast hitter.  
Duration of high: long lasting.  
Quality/type of high: extremely strong, cerebral, confusing, heady.  
Creative, but chaotic.  
Medicinal qualities: against apathy and depression. 
 
Description:   
The Afgooey is a famous cut from Northern California.  
Until now a clone-only strain, we are the first to present it in feminized seeds,  
after successfully reversing it and crossing it onto itself (S1).  
The Afgooey is a very strong, vigorous plant. The leaves are thick and dark green, 
with overlapping leaflets.  
Short internodes, bushy structure, thick branches and wide stem are typical of this 
strain. The Afgooey can take high EC levels, and is very good for Sea of Green  
or for Scrog systems. It performs well in all types of medium, and can do great 
outdoors as well.  
The buds are pear-shaped, compact, dense, with medium to large calyx.  
The resin is very thick, and the plants get very smelly already in mid-flowering.  
The Afgooey is very stoned, with a cerebral effect that I can define as confusing, 
heady, almost chaotic. It hits fast, and lasts long.  
The flavour reminds of old-school afghan, with a fruity twist.  
It is earthy at first, but evolves into a sweeter, fruitier experience,  
with notes of orange, lemon and tropical fruits.

AFGOOEY  
Genetics: Afghan x Maui Haze (feminized) 
70% indica - 30% sativa
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Height: short plant (average internodal distance under 5 cm).

Flowering Indoor: 8 weeks flowering time. Between 0.8 and 1 gram  
(dry and manicured) per watt per m2 (with 1000W HPS).

Flowering Outdoor: 8 weeks flowering time. Very large plants can harvest over 
1Kg of dried, manicured buds.

Taste (burned): chemical, mineral, flowery.

Scent (unburned): kushy, sweet like blossoms yet salty, almost metallic. Complex.

What the dried bud/crumbled bud looks like: The dried buds are dense, 
thick and hard, with large calyx. The crumbled bud is very sticky, bright green  
with some orangy-brownish hues.

Effects:   
Speed of high onset: fast hitter.  
Duration of high: medium lasting.  
Quality/type of high: strong, far more stoned than high, trippy first and then sedative.   
Medicinal qualities: still to be evaluated, surely a good appetite stimulant.

Description:   
The Caboose is a famous Californian cut, a cross of the original Trainwreck with the 
legendary Salmon Creek Big Bud. After several years testing we were able to reverse 
it and self it, to make stable feminized seeds. The strain grows compact, with short 
internodes and wide branching. The structure of the branches makes it a good filler 
and a great producer; it has the irregular bud formation typical of the Trainwreck 
heritage, with the calyxes large and round, with purple and reddish hues, but the 
buds grow large and dense, more like a big Bud than a Trainwreck. This large-calix 
and large-bud combination is very rare, and makes the Caboose an ideal commercial 
strain with great quality and a very complex aroma and flavour. The Caboose is good 
for outdoor and indoor, and performs great on all mediums. If plants are large the 
branches should be supported. The EC levels can be high, especially when the plants 
are in a healthy environment and perform at 100%. The Caboose is a fast hit, burns 
well and has a distinctive mineral taste, complemented by a flowery background. It 
smells like Chinese oranges and spring blossoms, but it also has a pungent, almost 
metallic scent (a memory of the heritage from the Big Bud side). The resin is very 
white, giving it a really cosmetic look. The effect is very intense. It starts very trippy, 
then moves on to a slow but steady descent into the realm of narcotic and couchlock. 
It is not suggested for productive or creative moments, it is more suitable for  
relaxing, chilling, watching movies or just as a pre-sleep aid.

CABOOSE  
Awards: 3rd SPANNABIS 2015 
Genetics: Trainwreck x Salmon Creek Big Bud (feminized) 
70% indica - 30% sativa 
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Height: medium plant with internodes between 8-10 cm.

Flowering Indoor: 9 weeks flowering time. Yield up to 0.9 gram  
(dry and manicured) per watt per m2 (with 1000W HPS).

Flowering Outdoor: 9-10 weeks flowering time, with production up to 1Kg per 
plant depending on the final size. Support for the long branches is recommended.

Taste (burned): woody, fruity, reminds of A.M.S. but has a deeper sativa side.

Scent (unburned): sandal wood, incense black pepper.

What the dried bud/crumbled bud looks like: the dried buds are long, 
pear shaped and have small calyxes. The trichomes are dense and thick.  
The crumbled bud is brownish-green with red hues. Small, thin hairs.

Effects:   
Speed of high onset: creeper, but long lasting.  
Duration of high: long lasting.  
Quality/type of high: strong, cerebral, social, good for meditation as well  
as creative moments.  
Medicinal qualities: against pain, lack of appetite.

Description:   
The Damnesia is a new twist on a very popular strain, A.M.S. 
Thanks to the Amnesia influence this plant is now fruity yet woody, flowery yet 
mossy; it is a truly balanced mix of the parents’ heritage. 
Medium to tall plant, the Damnesia grows long branches and makes long colas.  
The foliage is light green with red hues, and the buds develop amazing resin.  
The leaf shows some sativa heritage, but the flowering time is contained in 9 weeks.
The Damnesia likes a moderate feeding regime with a maximum EC of 1.9-2.0 
depending on the grow parameters. 
The taste is fruity, like a bouquet of tropical fruits, but has a deep sativa aftertaste, 
very complex.  
The Damnesia has a strong appetite-stimulating effect and is good for pain control.

DAMNESIA  
Genetics: A.M.S. x Amnesia Haze (feminized) 
40% indica - 60% sativa 



Being a strain hunter is a personal challenge, a passion, and a way of 
life. Strain hunting is a very delicate task, one that involves social skills, 
a travelling-oriented mind frame and a pinch of crazy. Besides being 
physically fit, the strain hunter has to speak several languages, be able 
to blend and socialize in different environments, and has to be willing 
to commit to a lifestyle on the fast-lane. From the jungles of Africa and 
Asia to the mountain ranges of South America, the strain hunters are 
on a mission to bring back the most important and isolated cannabis 
landraces known to man.The Malawi Expedition was the first mission 
of the Strain Hunters to find the Malawi Gold, one of the ultimate 
landraces. Watch how Arjan, Franco & Simon discover the hidden 
treasures deep inside the countryside of Malawi! 

Strain Hunters are people that can’t sit still for too long. 
After completing the Malawi expedition in 2008, We began to 
think about the next mission. It became very clear that there 
was one place that could not be overlooked: the region of the 
Himalayas, particularly the Indian side, where the best charras 
and creams are from. Ever since 1994, when the Green House 
won the Cannabis Cup with a cream from Malana, Arjan wanted 
to explore the origins and the history of this wonderful hashish.
His last trip to India was in the 1980s, when he acquired the 
genetics that gave birth to the Himalaya Gold, one of the most 
acclaimed outdoor strains ever produced.So we decided time 
had come to go strain hunting in India.
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The Strain Hunters set out on a quest to find out about cannabis on 
two very different Caribbean islands - Trinidad and St. Vincent. It’s 
all about looking for landraces, exploring deep into the fields, finding 
special plants to preserve, and of course, enjoying the beautiful island 
life. Trinidad, under curfew when the documentary was filmed, has 
the most repressive cannabis laws of the entire Eastern Caribbean. St. 
Vincent & the Grenadines, on the other hand, has one of the most 
permissive cannabis laws of the area. This documentary will show you 
how this difference in the approach to cannabis can create completely 
different social and economical realities on two islands that are just a 
few hundred kilometers apart.

In 2010 we decided to continue on our quest to find the best hashish 
and the landraces it comes from, this time in Morocco. The large 
majority of the hashish produced worldwide (up to 70% of the total 
annual world production) comes from a relatively small mountain 
region in the North of Morocco, called Rif. In Dutch coffeeshops the 
sales of Moroccan hashish are one of the backbones of the industry, 
already since the 1970s. During our travels in the Rif region, we 
witnessed how the farming cycle linked to hashish production is an 
integral part of the rural lifestyle of the Berbers, and how it dictates 
the rhythm of life and the rhythm of work. This trip showed once 
more that cannabis is the crop that helps the poorest people of the 
planet in their quest to survive, and to improve their quality of life.
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The Strain Hunters return to Africa once again to find the original 
Swazi Gold landrace. Swaziland is a small country landlocked between 
South Africa and Mozambique, with just over 1 million inhabitants. It 
is mostly known for its natural parks, where the amazing African flora 
and faunas are protected and visited by a large number of tourists each 
year. Swaziland produces very large amounts of cannabis considering 
the limited geographical extension it occupies. According to the United 
Nations Drug Report of 2008, Swaziland is in the top-5 cannabis 
producing countries on the African continent. This documentary once 
again shows how important the cannabis crop is for the poorest people 
of Africa and how it helps to improve their quality of life.

The Strain Hunters are back with a new amazing expedition, taking 
them to the heart of Rastafarian culture. Follow Arjan, Franco and 
Simon as they travel through Jamaica looking for the best weed, the 
best genetics, the original landraces, and feel for yourself what this 
magic island has to offer to cannabis connoisseurs. Guided by wise old 
Rastaman Nampo, entertained by the constant jokes of Chris “Taleban 
Island Hussler”, and inspired by the singing of Marlon Parkes aka 
Boboshanti, the Strain Hunters journey reveals the profound link 
between cannabis and people in Jamaica. It is a unique society and 
culture, where cannabis is used for recreational, medicinal and 
religious purposes. The forests, the beaches, the fields, the reggae 
music, the Rastafari culture and tons of good vibrations are the 
ingredients of this new chapter in the Strain Hunters adventures. 
It’s red green and gold all the way.  31



We are Arjan, Franco and Simon. We are the Strain Hunters.
In our documentaries we are showing the value of the cannabis plant;  

how it can impact people in different historical, geographical,  
political and economical contexts, to make it socially acceptable.  

We travel the world hunting cannabis landraces in order to preserve 
them and share them with growers and breeders worldwide.  

We breed award-winning strains starting from  
original inbred landrace material. 

We want to share knowledge and awareness to fight the ignorance 
that surrounds cannabis and as an old man once told Arjan:

“this plant has the power to overthrow governments 
and to change the world for the better!”

PURVEYORS OF FINE LANDRACES

WWW.STRAINHUNTERS.COM


